THE A-B-C‘S ON WHY
YOU SHOULD CHOOSE
MOOG FACTORY REPAIR
SERVICES

Summary
When you use Moog Factory Repair services, you can rest assured
that your equipment is operating at peak efficiency. Available
only through Moog Authorized Distributors, there are many
reasons why so many professionals rely on Moog Factory Repair
for their equipment. Here are the A-B-Cs of the key reasons to
choose Moog for your next repair service:

A

uthentic Moog Replacement Parts

Independent repair houses do not have access to authentic
Moog parts when servicing or repairing components. What
are the implications of this for your business? You may think
you’re receiving a product back that has been refurbished to
100% of original operating performance, but in reality it may
be much, much less. Often, an independent repair house will
use inferior quality replacement parts, or they may reuse semiworn components taken from other devices built to different
specifications.
A Moog Factory Repair is your only way to ensure that your
equipment is brought back to original operating capacity and
efficiency. As a bonus, newer part upgrades and technology
advancements will be included in the repair at no additional cost
to you.

B

est Warranty Coverage is Included

When choosing a Moog Factory Repair, you will get the same
warranty coverage as you would with a new purchase. How can
Moog offer this? Because all refurbished products are brought
back to like-new condition using our 8-step repair process.
Check out this video to learn more: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9MBMdyWGDxE
Compared to repairs performed by an independent provider, a
Moog Factory Repair offers much greater long-term value and
peace of mind. As an added benefit, Moog can also implement
your specific tuning parameters upon request. Why would you
trust anyone but the experts when it comes to your repair and
service needs?

WHAT MOVES YOUR WORLD

C

ertifications are Maintained

Are you using intrinsically safe or explosion proof Moog
components in your equipment? Moog product with safety
certifications will include special designations by licensing
agencies such as ATEX, IECEx, FM, CIIT, CSA, KOSHA, ITRI,
PESO, CCC and TIIS. When it’s time for service or repair, only a
Genuine Moog Factory Repair will retain those certifications
while returning your product back to the original specifications.
Repairs performed by independent facilities that are not trained,
certified, and approved by these licensing agencies will void
safety certifications.
Why is this vitally important to your business? Many times, your
insurance policy will specify the need for these certifications
to remain in compliance. If your machine malfunctions and has a
decertified component installed, it may void equipment warranty
coverage as well.
Don’t be left with a questionable repair that may fail unexpectedly
or leave you questioning safety capabilities. Benefit from the full
performance, reliability, and expertise that only comes with an
authentic Moog Factory Repair.
For further information or to find your nearest distributor, visit
moog.com/industrial
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